
D E L I C A T E  F I N E A R T  P A P E R SA R T

Product description

Museum PhotoTex is a new kind of polyester cellulose fabric, specially developed for exhibit signage, exhibition design and stickers, ideal 
for museums, galleries, showrooms and showrooms. Thanks to the special adhesive, it can be removed residue-free and repositioned 
several times.

Specific feature

This self-adhesive, unique textile fabric with its finely-structured surface, makes it possible to produce colour-intensive prints for labelling, 
which feature clear and bright colours. mediaJET Museum PhotoTex differs from all previously known textile print media through its 
special self-adhesive reverse side. Thanks to the special adhesive that is used, the prints can be used several times and can be reapplied 
in new positions. This makes it ideally suited for deployment as exhibition signage and information stickers for museums, galleries and 
showrooms. The informative mediaJET Museum PhotoTex prints are easy to reposition, can be removed without leaving any residue and 
they stick to walls, textiles, furniture, glass and much more besides. This innovative print substrate can be universally printed using 
water and pigment-based inks. Before removing the carrier, the medium can be cut to size and even punched or stamped out. To achieve 
longer- lasting UV resistance, we recommend protecting the prints using Clearstar™ Wallpaper protective varnish.

Processing

Ideally, the surface where the prints are to be mounted should be smooth, dry, and dust free and clean before applying the prints. It is 
not recommended to mount on to rough stone and plaster surfaces. Switch off the cutting option on the printer. Optimum processing and 
storage conditions are in an atmosphere with ca. 50% relative humidity and a temperature of 23°C. It should be stored in the original 
packaging in a cool, dry, clean and dust-free environment.

mediaJET® Museum PhotoTex | Self-adhesive polyester cellulosic fabric

Technical specification

Material: Fabric Colour L: 96,6 ±0,5

Application Area: short term outdoor Colour a: 0,1 ±0,5 

Surface: silk-matt Colour b: -1,8 ±0,5

Specific gravity fabric: 140,00g/m² Lamination: no

Specific gravity carrier: 110,00g/m² Water resistant: yes

Specific gravity total 250,00g/m² Scratch resistant: yes

Thickness: 150,00µm Polyester / Pulp mixture approx. 40-45% each

Thickness carrier: 120,00µm Back / Liner: paper

B1-cert.: yes

This information consists of standard values for your guidance. Before using our print media, please check their suitability to your printer and for your intended application. Taking 

account of technical development, product specifications may be amended without prior notice at any time. There is no guarantee that the same results can be achieved. We not accept 

liability for any errors resulting from technical changes in printers and / or inks.


